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Free standing electric fires can offer a fast and easy way to get heat into your rooms. Installing
these types of fires can be as simple as plugging them into a socket and turning them on. This
provides you with a flexible heating option for homes, conservatories and outbuildings.

Using Free Standing Electric Fires

You do need to make sure you have thoroughly read through the manufacturerâ€™s instructions when
using free standing electric fires. These fires do have some safety risks so they will need to be used
appropriately.

- Free standing electric fires can get very hot. This means you need to take into account any
vulnerable people such as children or the elderly.

- By fixing free standing electric fires in place with bracket you can increase the stability of the fire
and help to prevent any accidents.

- This is important in high traffic areas such as busy workshops or kitchens.

- You can hang electric fires on wall spaces. This is an effective way of providing heat in rooms
without intruding on the available floor space.

- Many free standing electric fires will come with fixtures and fittings for wall hanging. This is ideal
for smaller rooms where you need to conserve as much space as possible.

- Electric fires provide instant heat at just the click of a button. This means they are useful for
providing additional heat to rooms that are already fitted with central heating.

- You will be able to turn these fires on for a little burst of heat without having to turn the whole
central heating system on.

- This can be a cost effective way to stay warm on cooler days.

- You can also use free standing electric fires to heat rooms that have no other heating sources.
This is an easy way for you to provide heat in those rooms not on the central heating loop such as
conservatories or garages.

Installing Free Standing Electric Fires

Free standing electric fires will come with full manufacturer installation instructions. If you are simply
plugging these fires in then you will not need to call an electrician.

- However if you are hanging your fire on the wall or fitting it back into a fireplace surround then you
will need expert help.

- Electricians will ensure that the free standing electric fires are fitted properly and offer safe and
effective use.

- Electricians will also be able to ensure that there is easy access to the electrical supply isolator for
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electric fires in case of an emergency.

The great thing about free standing electric fires is that they are so flexible. You can position them
anywhere in your property where there is an electrical supply. You can also mount them to the wall
to create a permanent source of heat for your rooms.
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a Free standing electric fires are easy to install.  This is a fast and effective way for you to bring
warmth into your home, garage, conservatory or outbuildings.
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